SEWER SOCIOLOGY

Preparing for the fast
Kevin L. Enfinger and Patrick L. Stevens
~

sew´·er so·ci·ol´o·gy, the science of
society, social institutions, and social
relationships viewed through the eyes of a
sewer; specifically, the systematic study of
the development, structure, interaction, and
collective sewer use of organized groups of
human beings.
Most sewer flows are characterized by
repeatable diurnal patterns that vary
across weekdays, weekends, and holidays.
Differences in land use also are apparent,
and distractions and disruptions of daily life
often can be observed.

T

his month, we take a look at
Ramadan through the eyes of a
sewer.
Ramadan is considered the
most sacred month of the Islamic calendar.
It is a time of spiritual sacrifice, reflection,
and worship. Fasting is a central tenet of
Ramadan and is observed by Muslims each
day from sunrise to sunset. Certainly, such
a drastic change in daily activity should be
reflected in sewer use patterns.
The figure shows a composite
hydrograph of sewer use data from a
Muslim residential community in the United
Kingdom. Weekdays are shown in green,
and weekends are shown in blue. The first
day of Ramadan in 2011 was Aug. 1 and is
shown in red for comparison.
From a sewer’s perspective, the most
striking feature of Ramadan is the large
increase in sewer flow that is observed
during the early morning hours — the result
of Muslims awakening to prepare and share
a predawn meal called Sahur. This sewer
use pattern is observed faithfully each and
every day until the conclusion of Ramadan.

Sewer use during Ramadan
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